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The first charitable aim of the Susan Williams-Ellis Foundation (YSWEF) is: 

The establishment and maintenance of an archive, museum and gallery for the benefit of 
the public dedicated to display, interpret and understand the art, history and works of 
Susan Williams-Ellis, Clough Williams-Ellis & family as considered appropriate by the 
Trustees and to make available for public study and inspiration.1

The Trustees and curatorial team have agreed that the Drawing Room (the largest first floor room, 
facing the forecourt and drive), and the East Landing, indicated below, will be dedicated 
exclusively to material relating to Susan Williams-Ellis. This may include: 

1. Art and design work and other items owned or created by Susan Williams-Ellis.
2. Artwork by contemporary artists which relates to Susan Williams-Ellis’s life or work.
3. Other work selected by Plas Brondanw’s curators for its relevance to Susan Williams-Ellis.

Plas Brondanw First Floor

Contemporary Art exhibition space

Susan Williams-Ellis exhibition space

1 The charitable aims of the YSWEF can be found on the Charities Commission website: https://register-of-
charities.charitycommission.gov.uk/charity-search/-/charity-details/5044951/governing-document. Transcription below: 
- The establishment and maintenance of an archive, museum and gallery for the benefit of the public dedicated to display, interpret 

and understand the art, history and works of Susan Williams-Ellis, Clough Williams-Ellis & family as considered appropriate by the 
Trustees and to make available for public study and inspiration. 

- The advancement and promotion of the arts including visual arts, design, literature, performing arts, music, dance, theatre, sculpture, 
painting, film, concerts, festivals, fairs, eisteddfods, crafts and craftmanship. 

- For the public benefit to promote education in the arts and crafts, literature, performance arts in such ways as the charity trustees 
think fit, including by awarding of scholarships, maintenance allowances or grants tenable at any university, college or institution of 
higher or further education and/or awarding scholarships, maintenance allowances or grants to enable those engaged in such 
education to experience bursary, placement and residential at the foundation premises for the purpose of carrying out their chosen 
field of education in literature, arts, painting, design, sculpture, music, performance or other recognised art form as the charity 
trustees think fit.
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